Steering Angle Reset for 2008 Porsche Cayenne

Tested Model:
- Porsche Cayenne, 2008, VIN=WP1AC29P79LA8****, see Picture 1.
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Failure Description:
- Fault light illuminated on the instrument panel, using Porsche V21.70 or above. Enter headlamp control unit, there is a fault code: 0778 Steering angle sensor, see Picture 2.
- Follow the DTC "0778 Steering angle sensor" description, perform the steering angle sensor adaptation.
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Operation Guideline:
1. Select steering angle reset version V10.44 or above, see Picture 3.
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2. Select "Porsche" model, turn on the ignition switch, click OK to continue.

3. Select Cayenne (Up to 2010), then follow the prompts, turn the steering wheel 20 degree to the left and to the right, then back to the center, click OK to enter the reset, see Picture 4. After the successful reset, clear fault codes, everything is OK now. (Note: Before successful steering angle reset, "steering angle sensor" fault code is missing.)
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